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OPINION

Readers write in to stand up for CULTURE

SPORTS

---

WAC Championship Title again

ONLINE

Tuesday Management Consultation ..
Fitness Testing and Wellness Room. 4:15 p.m.- 5:15 p.m. Participants are invited to drop by and speak with qualified staff at no cost. Call 426-1459.

Year and Campus Recognition

This event, dedicated to the recognition of Boise State's Housing challenges and improvements to the current residence halls, is open to all students.

BY EMILY POTTEVIN
News Writer

As the sun set on Friday night cardboard boxes, two-seat chairs and other cardboard dwellings lined Boise State's Oval. Shack City was essentially renamed the Volunteer Services tent, took place Friday, April 21 and continued through the morning.

Participants were given cardboard and parking tape to construct their shacks and hours of work were put into the helping hands of homeless people. Each participant signed up to do a two hour shift, they worked in groups.
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In his article, Mirkasimov said.

The Budget now goes to the desk of President Wynne Pirtle who signed the legislation. President Pirtle is not likely to sign the bill, however, as it contains none of the amendments that he requested.

The Senate eventually passed the bill, 8-4 to accept the changes, after a five hour debate.

Shack City was not an event to create feelings for, it was a chance to develop empathy for a population many Americans do not understand and many may fear.

Shack City is an event to give the homeless a chance to speak for themselves. It is an event to give a voice to the homeless.
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Iraqi prime minister candidate agrees to step aside

BAGHDAD, Iraq - Iraq's Prime Minister, Iyad al-Allawi, announced Thursday that he was resigning his position in the United Iraqi Alliance, a Shiite-dominated coalition, whether to keep him from looming new elections, and to protect his son from possible prosecution. At Allawi's request, the Iraqi president, Ghaith Haidar, accepted his resignation.

The move is expected to roil politics in Iraq, as the country heads toward the first post-Saddam elections on Jan. 30. The elections will bring to power a government that is far from stable, and with the threat of violence escalating, the move comes as no surprise, according to analysts.

The Iraqi prime minister's resignation means that the main government opposition leader, the radical Shiite cleric Muqtada al Sadr, will now meet on Saturday to decide on a new candidate for prime minister.

The popular radical Shiite cleric al Sadr strongly supported Allawi in the 2005 elections, after which Allawi was named prime minister. But Allawi's government has increasingly failed to quell religious and ethnic violence, including a wave of bombings and assassinations.

Iraqi Prime Minister Iyad al-Allawi's government had been under intense criticism for its weak leadership and for failing to end the violence that has claimed thousands of lives. The government had been accused of failing to provide security and stability, and of failing to address the needs of the Iraqi people.

National

Student-centered airline Web site has some benefits

Frontier Airlines is offering a free airline ticket to college classmates who have money to burn.

"If your classmates don't get "FreeBird," they have to get a ticket," said Brenda Williams, MD, a fellow at the University of Nebraska Medical Center, where the airline's online student travel program, was launched.

The airline will give a free ticket to a student who buys a ticket from one of the college centers through the online program, "If they don't want to comply, they don't have to take the money," Sen. Viento said. "But I will not tolerate the use of the discretionary account for any purpose other than the stated purpose of the account."
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The effect Massive Attack had had on music has been, well, massive. Formed in Bristol, England, a best-of compilation, comprised of two CDs, along with a reverse side "trip-hop" is nonetheless releasing years to sue Lenny Kravitz for his downstairs neighbor in Len's Manhattan penthouse says that as a result of the retro-rocker's exu...
It just takes one ‘Touch’
A single spotlight shines on a man sitting alone on stage. Behind him hangs a backdrop made up of twinkling stars in a black sky. He begins to speak of the love in his life, his wife Zoe, and how they met in his high school physics class, and instantly fell in love. He explains that their personalities and interactions were just beginning. He tells of their strong chemistry onstage.

The latest production done by BSU’s Theatre Arts Department, Touch, captures audience with drama and spirituality.

Massengill portrays a clear picture that resembles Kyle in many ways, particularly in his love for science. His character, Kyle, is a high school physics teacher who directs him and Bennie to the location of Zoe’s deserted body. Kyle holds no responsibility, and Bennie and Serena find themselves engaged in one another.

The first half hour of “Touch” is an engaging production. The quick pacing kept audience members on the edge of their seats, wondering what would happen next. However, the entire show did not depend on a quick pace. There were moments, particularly when Zoe goes to the supermarket, something that she was never seen to do before, that made Zoe’s death seem more realistic. It just takes one ‘Touch’ to make and break with one another.

It also demonstrates that sometimes even the broken ones are strong enough to be mended. Bennie and Zoe are strong enough to be mended. Bennie, in Kyle, spoke of Zoe with such a feeling of emotion, and with such detail, it made Zoe an active character in the play as well, even though she never set foot to the stage. Bennie was a strong character, and it took Bennie to make and break with one another. “Touch” is about connections, it shows the connections people make and break with artwork. It also demonstrates that sometimes even the broken ones are strong enough to be mended.

“Touch” proved to be a fascinating way to explore love, death, science, religion, and emotions. This play had many exceptional moments and it just takes one ‘Touch’ to make and break with one another.
The Boise State men's tennis team pulled out two close wins in the doubles matches, with freshman and doubles partners Taylor Allen and blonde junior Natalie Weyant giving the Broncos their first WAC victory.

"It's a moment that you love being a college sports player," Weyant said. "It feels great to be out there playing tennis and being a part of the WAC."
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AVON Open House
Juanita (acr. from Admin).
Wed. Apr. 26, 12-5pm
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•
WHAT's
DELIVER. 921-6643.
•
$2,900. (208) 362-7150.
•
$799, sacrifice $195.
$2,800 firm.
•
$800 weekly guaranteed
stUdents
checking money. Log in or sign up.
BEAUMONT, CA.
BSU. Phone workers
•
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casual office conducting business
and delivering your orders.
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$750/week.
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